Hello, welcome to session.

You want me
to buy where?
Successfully selling in unexpected channels.

Dallas’ !
best tacos?

Literally a gas station.

"
"
"
"

Want to begin by talking about one of my favorite places to grab a taco.
Called Fuel City.
No, the name isn’t some play on words.
It’s not a new-age chain selling low-carb, gluten-free, probiotic food.

"
"
"
"

It’s literally a gas station. Underneath a major highway interchange. About a block from the city jail.
It’s become not just a favorite of mine, but of many of my friends.
Great tacos at a shady gas station? Maybe not your first instinct—or mine.
But the deeper curiosity for me as a marketer: What makes it OK?

What’s your “unexpected” story?

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

Charlie
Anderson
CEO of
Shoptology

Most of us have a story like this: something you purchase somewhere that isn’t exactly predictable.
Sometimes the unexpected location is just by chance, because you’re already there.
Other times, the unexpected nature tends to add something to the experience, creating surprise and
delight.
But what about your brand or store?
Could you be successful selling unexpected things in unexpected places? Is it possible to be more than
just a novelty and build a valuable business?

Today you’re going to hear us emphatically say “yes.”
I’m Charlie Anderson, CEO of Shoptology.
I’m joined by Marissa Jarratt, SVP of Marketing at Dean Foods.

Marissa
Jarratt

SVP of Marketing
at Dean Foods
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"
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Here to tell the unexpected story of how Dean Foods sells a premium brand in the surprising venue of a
small-format, hard discounter.
Even more surprisingly, that the retailer, Dollar General, is one of our top customers in the US.
As importantly, we’re going to share the roadmap for success.
Specifically, the formula for overcoming shopper skepticism and making the unexpected feel comfortable.

Shoppers
are shopping
more places.

69%
53%

"

56%

"

38%

Electronics

"

Food & Grocery

Health & Beauty

Let’s start by looking at the marketplace, and the opportunity for selling your product in new and
unexpected places.
Shoppers are making more trips, shopping more channels and visiting more stores than ever before—
especially when you consider both brick & mortar and online.
Might lead you to conclude that there’s precision to their shopping—that each store has a specific, distinct
job to do.

Apparel & Home

% shopping more retailers than they did 5 years ago (by category)
Source: GlobalData US
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Reality is that channels are blurring at unprecedented levels.
Today, shoppers have a general openness to buying in the moment, wherever it’s easy and credible.
We see grocery stores entering the realm of foodservice; heard the term “grocerant?”
Drug entering the realm of grocery, especially in urban food deserts.
Online retailers entering virtually everyone’s traditional strongholds.

Unexpected is the new normal.

Amazon:

The Ultimate
Channel Blur
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In fact, what better example of channel blur or selling the unexpected than Amazon?
You can buy a book, flashlight, toilet paper and bear spray at the same place at the same time.
(Might feel just right if you’re planning an o#-the-grid camping trip)
But the truth is that many companies have been successful with selling in unexpected places when driven
by the right shopper insights.

Coca-Cola:

Arm’s Reach
of Desire

P&G:

Cleaning
Up in DIY

Best Buy:

Flight
(And Sales)
Ready
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Coca-Cola has a long-standing mission of being within arm’s reach of desire.
They recognize you’re just as thirsty in the checkout lane of TJ Maxx as you are at the grocery store.
Built a strong checkout cooler business across a range of channels that don’t traditionally sell food and
beverage.

Or look at P&G who has significant business with big box chains like Home Depot/Lowe’s.
Recognized that DIY is a channel where people make big messes and need cleanup.
And they realized traditional gender roles were shifting; not just men at hardware and women at grocery.
DIY channel became a place to sell established brands mirrored in grocery.
Eventually led to custom, heavy-duty formulations unique to the DIY channel that become destination.

And, in getting to this conference, you probably saw this example from Best Buy.
Conventional wisdom is that electronics selling is a high-touch, service-oriented environment.
But there are plenty of products that are more transactional and comfortable to buy—especially if it’s a
familiar brand.
Best Buy now has over 200 of these airport kiosks around the country, generating average annual sales of
$150-500K each. (That’s about $30-100 million.)

"
"
"
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Seventh Generation:

Following the
Audience

Dreft: 1.8%
Mrs. Meyer’s:2.6%
Charlie’s soap: 2.7%
Arm & Hammer: 2.9%
Method:3.6%

Seventh Generation:
0.6% offline vs. 5.7%

All: 4.7%

Or look at Seventh Generation, who was an e#ective David in the Goliath category of cleaning and laundry
Showed up online in many places where eco-conscious shoppers would be.
Aggregated they have disproportionate share online by winning niches where others don’t bother to play.
Harry’s Shave and others are following a similar track.

Tide:
47.8%
vs. 38% offline

Gain: 6.2%

Other: 21.9%

Source: 1010data Ecom Insights opt-in panel, 2016
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Most of the examples I shared with you are probably very familiar—and that’s kind of the point.
It is possible to have big, long-term success by migrating channels if you do it the right way.
Shopper receptivity to the blurring (both brick & mortar and online) has never been greater.
But success isn’t guaranteed. There are lots of failures, too, with costly mistakes of lost distribution and
futile marketing spend.

The unexpected can bring
unexpected results.

"
"

Want to give you guidelines from a brand who’s lived it.
Which brings us full circle to the story of Dean Foods at Dollar General.
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$8 billion
in sales

#1
milk brands

1 in 3
glasses of milk

Let me begin with a little background on our company.
Some of you may not recognize the name Dean Foods but you probably recognize our brands.
We’re the nation’s largest dairy producer, with nearly $8 billion in sales, responsible for 1 out of every 3
glasses of milk consumed in the US.
We have the #1 brands of white and flavored milk in the US: DairyPure and TruMoo.
Plus, we’re diversified into a number of other dairy categories like cultured and ice cream.

diversified
portfolio
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But another fun fact, relevant for today, is that we’re sold in over 150,000 locations in the US.
Distribution is a key part of our strategy.
We need to be where shoppers are, given that 99% of households buy us, and they do it about 32 times
per year.
Selling in unexpected places is part of our DNA, and we’re constantly on the lookout for new places—
physical and online—that can grow our business.

Sold in over 150,000 locations

Power of
Distribution

"
"
"
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And we think it’s something all marketers should be looking at across categories.
Candidly, distribution gains are more impactful than any traditional “shopper marketing” we do. In the case
of DG, this distribution is incremental for us.
And if you’re like us—a grocery product—new distribution is key to mastering the channel migration.
Grocery is slated to lose 8 pts. of share by 2025 as volume moves to warehouse, small-format and online
retailers.
We need to ensure we’re going to the new places where shoppers shop.

Dollar General:

Growing and
Delivering

$17.5

$18.9

$20.4

$22.0

$23.5
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So, about 6 years ago we started taking a hard look at Dollar General.
As you may know, their growth has been explosive.
Their sales are up 10.6% YTD. Same store sales are up 3.7%.
They’ve gone from around 12,000 stores to over 16,000 stores in just the past four years.

Nearly

4,000
new stores
in 4 years

2013

2014

1in 8

19%

Have incomes of
$100K or more

Assessing the Fit
Ongoing Logistics
Costs

2017

DG sales dollars are
from millennials

Dollar General:

Entry
Costs

2016

1 in 4

Dollar General
shoppers are
millennials

Size

2015

Shopper
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But you might not realize that they’ve also evolved in their audience and positioning.
They were once known as a hard discounter, catering to low-income audiences, for whom the dollar
channel was more a “have to” than a “want to.”
But today, 1 in 8 DG shoppers is a millennial—shoppers who are entering the parent stage of life and are a
central target for our milk brands.
More importantly, those 1 in 8 shoppers represent a quarter of DG sales.
And they’re not all struggling; in fact, 19% of them have incomes of $100K or more.

So, we felt DG could be attractive for us.
And as part of our due diligence, we evaluated the size of prize, entry costs like equipment, ongoing service
costs of making additional drops and logistics to determine if it was feasible for us to bring a fresh product
to DG.
And of course, we had those conversations with the customer, too, to prove the opportunity was real and
we could work within their systems.
But the big question remained: Can we convince shoppers? Will they go there with us?

Fit the Mission

"

Exceed Expectations

"

Own the Buy Moment

1.
2.
3.
4.

Work the Curve

"

Fit the
Mission

"
"
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Fit the Mission

Billions of
Milk Runs
Up for
Grabs

3.2 billion
annual trips that
include milk

Through a little bit of our own trial and error, we ultimately found that there were four things we needed to
do.
These aren’t just relevant to DG. They’ve become our roadmap for winning in any unexpected channel.

"
"
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Fit the mission of why people are shopping at the retailer
Exceed the shopper’s expectations for quality and value
Own and e#ectively promote the “buy moment”
Work the curve to translate early successes into a powerhouse business

You may be surprised to know the stat from BCG that the #1 predictor of what the shopper will buy when
she enters the store isn’t her income or household composition or brand a$nities.
It’s her trip mission.
Whether she’s stocking up or filling in, more leisurely or in a rush, has a big impact.
Milk (and our brands specifically) are purchased on all kinds of trips.
But our role in urgent midweek fill-ins is so iconic, it even has a nickname: the milk run.

When people are out of this essential staple for kids or know they can’t get through breakfast the next
morning, the milk run kicks in.
Milk is included in more grocery baskets than any other item. Period.
There are over 3.2 billion “milk run” trips every year in the US.
Millennials are beginning to drive a disproportionate share.

Fit the Mission

Dollar General:
Right Format,
Right Next Door
•
•
•

"
"
"
"

Which brought us back to DG.
With more than 16,000 locations, it often wins for proximity.
And millennials over-index at the store because they love the speed and simplicity of the format.
So milk and DG might have a marriage—even though milk hadn’t been sold there before.

13,000 locations
Easy, fast format
Competitive value

Exceed
Expectations

Exceed Expectations

Overcome
Skepticism
by Elevating
Quality and
Value
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But part of our business proposition, and our pitch to DG, is that it’s not just about o#ering the category.
When shoppers are inherently skeptical about where a product’s being sold, you need to break down
barriers.
You don’t want to be an unusual channel, paired with an o#-brand or underwhelming presentation.
Going back to some of the earlier examples, you felt good buying Coke, P&G, Best Buy or Seventh
Generation products in unexpected places because those brands were credible.

We knew that our brands, DairyPure and TruMoo, could be a good fit.
While some might expect a discounter to have milk that cuts corners, we were able to o#er #1 brands that
shoppers were already comfortable buying in other channels.
And for those of you who may know our product, we have outstanding clean-label credentials, no artificial
growth hormones, always tested for antibiotics, no GMOs and no HFCS.
Trust is a trait we own and can transfer to DG.

Exceed Expectations

Look the
Part

"
"
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Own
Your Buy
Moment

Own Your Buy Moment

The
“ Buy Now”
Moment
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We also knew that with a fresh product, it wasn’t just the brand but the handling that was important to
shoppers.
Like most other channels, our Dean Foods trucks deliver directly to DG 2–7 days per week to ensure the
freshness and handling of the product.
But we needed to look like we were well cared for—to an even higher degree than other areas of DG that
are often less maintained.
So we invested in our case, signage and other environmental elements to prove we were actively servicing
the product.
Collectively with our brand’s reputation, credentials and presentation, we provided a lot of “green lights” for
purchase even if the channel was potentially seen as a red or yellow light for fresh.

So beyond being a place people want to buy, and exceeding their quality/value expectations, what’s next in
getting shoppers to migrate with you to unexpected places?
We think it’s to know—and own—your “buy now” moment.

At Shoptology, we believe the core of shopper marketing is to discover—or create—buy now moments.
Where your marketing influence meets the shopper when she’s perfectly receptive and has the ability to
transact.
Finding the intersection of message, decision and commerce is powerful and e$cient.
We knew DG wouldn’t immediately be the shopper’s first instinct, so some awareness-building was
necessary.
But we challenged ourselves: What precisely is the moment we can own vs. other retailers or brands?

Own Your Buy Moment

The
“ Milk Run”
Algorithm

I’m close.

Majority live within 3-5 minutes of a store.

"

I’d rather be doing something else.
Half of milk sales are between 4-8 pm and on weekends.

I’m not up for a big store.

Time and simple fill-in list make grocery more than she needs.

Trust and quality matter.

Health and quality can’t be compromised.

Fill-in trips
driven by milk.

Own Your Buy Moment

Milk &
More

Own Your Buy Moment

Targeting
Our “Buy Now”
Moment
•
•
•

Audience-targeted
Geo-targeted
Daypart-targeted
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We developed a very precise algorithm for the DG milk run. We knew that people were most likely to
consider it when they were:
" Close—typically 3–5 minutes away
" Busy and would rather be doing something else; we knew that milk runs often hit at the most
inopportune times of evenings and weekends
" Not up for a big store—that they had a simple list that didn’t require the full assortment and
complexity of grocery
" Insistent upon trust and quality—where not just any product would do, but one that met their
exacting standards

We developed a campaign called “Milk & More” targeted to millennials that reminded them how much they
could accomplish at DG.
And given that DG was already trusted for value, we keyed in on other things millennials loved about the
experience—like its e$ciency and quality brands.
In fact, we often tied in with other quality leaders like Kellogg’s and Kraft who are also often bought on
those urgent trips.

But I think the key to this campaign was in our audience focus.
Our digital e#orts used audience segmentation geo-targeting and daypart-targeting to perfectly match our
milk-run algorithm.
So we knew we were in those receptive moments when DG and our brands had a right to win the trips.

"
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Own Your Buy Moment

100%
Chance
of Sale
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Work
the Curve
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Work the Curve

Beyond a
“Convenient
Buy”

"
Convenient

Credible

Preferred

Simply driving milk-run trips multiplied our sales.
One of the unexpected virtues of being in unexpected channels? Often, you’re the only player, with no
competition.
That’s the case at DG, where Dean Foods is the only brand they carry.
So, every shopper we send on a milk run is going to land with our brand.

Which brings us to the last point—what we call “working the curve.”
What do we mean by that? It’s our shorthand for how we talk about growth—both in the business and with
shoppers.

Initially, when selling in an unexpected channel, shoppers will choose you because you’re convenient.
It goes back to the trip mission we talked about earlier; you’re present where there’s a buying need.
But over time, you start to build credibility as a great product in a great store.
Ultimately, you can become a preferred destination that is no longer unexpected or unconventional.
Shopper research we conducted earlier this year showed that 1 in 8 milk shoppers had purchased milk at
DG in the past 30 days.
Remember, that’s up from 0% just a few years ago.

"
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Work the Curve

Beyond
a Basic
Milk Run

"
"
"
Product

Portfolio

Work the Curve

A Win-Win
Partnership

I can
shop DG
for more
of my needs.

DG has fresh foods
with clean labels.

As importantly, we’ve been able to grow our business from basic milk to a full portfolio.
Even includes our premium Organic Valley milk in select stores and our newest products like DairyPure Sour
Cream and Mix-ins (our fruit, nut and cottage cheese snack).
And as a first mover in this unexpected channel, we remain the leading dairy provider.
It’s our 100% share of DG’s volume, across thousands of locations, that has helped make DG one of our
largest customers.
Taking a chance on the unexpected has paid big dividends for us.

Premium

"
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And of course, it’s built a strong business for our partner Dollar General.
They’re winning milk sales—profitably.
But what our brand has been able to do is build their total credibility in grocery, because we’re #1 brands.
And we’ve helped convey a trusted quality story with our clean-label products that delight millennials who
didn’t realize DG’s commitment to quality.

DG has quality fresh
foods.

DG has a good
selection of foods.

Fit the Mission

"

Exceed Expectations

"

Own the Buy Moment

"

Work the Curve

So, as I said, after some trial and error, we really landed on these four items to helping us succeed where
we are pioneering new ground and selling where the shopper doesn’t always expect us.
New distribution is highly incremental for us—and the first mover advantage into new territories can have
lasting impact.
By having a better formula, it’s increased our confidence to chase those opportunities.

"

"
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Into the
Unexpected
Contact us: info@goshoptology.com

And you just thought seeing our presentation today would be the best part of your day … wait, it gets
better. We have samples of our newly launched Dairy Pure Mix-ins products in the back for you to try as
you move on to your next sessions.

Not surprising, our success at DG is leading us into other spots of the channel like Family Dollar.
And we’ve found the template to be successful as we increasingly venture online to retailers like Amazon
Fresh.
Selling in the unexpected has been a huge success factor for Dean Foods; hope you see potential too.

"

We’ll open it up now for questions

"

If you want to talk more, feel free to reach us at info@goshoptology.com or come and grab a card as you
leave.

